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It is shown in this paper (Theorem 1) that if a and b are real numbers such 
that a/,¶ is irrational and algebraic, then there exist two (necessarily distinct) 
distributions S and T on R, both with compact supports, such that 6’ = 
d,S + A,T. Here A,S means S - S, and S, denotes the translate of S by o(. 
It is also shown that 6’ has no such representation if a/B has rational or certain 
transcendental values, and that S and T can be chosen to have order two and 
no lower order. If F belongs to any of the spaces ~8, I, 9 or their duals then 
q * S and y * T belong to the same space as v, and v’ = A,(9 * S) + A,(q * T). 
The formula 6’ = A,S + A,T is generalized to R” by means of the tensor 
product of distributions, and it follows from this formula that there is no 
discontinuous translation-invariant linear form on any of the spaces g(R”), 
I(R”), Y(R”) or their duals. The same thing is also proved for B(T”) and its 
dual where T” denotes the n-dimensional torus group. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Following Schwartz [4] we denote by 9, 6, and Y the complex 
vector spaces of all complex-valued infinitely differentiable functions y 
on the real line R where the functions of 9 have compact supports, 
the functions of d have arbitrary supports, and the functions of 9 
(along with all their derivatives) are rapidly decreasing at infinity. 
We equip each of these spaces with its usual locally convex topology 
(see Ref. [4]). Th ese spaces are translation-invariant in the sense that 
the translated function qh(t) = p)(t - h), for h in R, belongs to the 
space whenever q does. Similarly their (topological) duals LY, b’, and 
9’ are translation-invariant in the sense that the translated distribu- 
tion U,, (defined by (U, , q) = (U, y-,J) belongs to the space 
whenever 7J does. 
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We call a (not necessarily continuous) linear form L on any of these 
spaces “translation-invariant” if L( U,) = L(U) for all U in the domain 
space of L and for all real h. It is, of course, well-known what the 
continuous translation-invariant linear forms on these spaces are like. 
For example, on 9 we have 
for all v E 93, where c denotes an arbitrary complex constant. This 
can be seen immediately from the fact that the difference quotients 
h-l(p - yk) converge in 9 to the derivative v’, which permits us to 
write 
L(fp’) = lim h-lL(g, - vh) = 0 
h-0 
so that the null space N of L contains the (closed) maximal subspace 
a(9) 5-5 {p)’ : g, E 91, which happens to be the null space of the 
(continuous) linear form y + SR y(t) dt. Consequently, either Jlr = 9, 
in which case L G 0, or JV = a(9). But linear forms with the same 
null space are proportional so that L(v) = (c, v), for some constant c. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that there exists no discon- 
tinuous translation-invariant linear form on any of the spaces 9, ,4a, 8, 
or their duals (see Theorem 2). We obtain this result as a simple 
consequence of a curious resolution of the first derivative of the Dirac 
measure 6 into a sum of two finite differences of distributions of 
compact support (see our Theorem 1). Let Y denote the Heaviside 
function (Y(t) = 0 f or t < 0 and Y(t) E 1 for t > 0), let A, U 
denote U - U, for any distribution (or function) U on R, and let 
U * V denote the convolution of the distributions U and V (whenever 
it is defined). We now state our main result. 
THEOREM 1. If 01 and p are nonzero real numbers such that a/p is 
not a Liouville number, then there exist two (necessarily distinct) distri- 
butions S and T, both with compact supports, such that 
S=S*A,Y+TzA,Y. (1) 
Since Y’ = 6 we can also write this equation as 6’ = A,S + A,T. 
If F E 8 then u = v * Sand v = v * Tare also C” and by convolution 
we obtain p’ = u - u, + v - v4 . 
We shall also show that the Dirac measure 6 has no such representa- 
tion as (1) if LX//? is a Liouville number. We are able to establish 
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Theorem 1 by studying the linear subspaces d,(9) = (91 - yor : y E B} 
and A,(&“) = {T - T, : T E a’}. A statement equivalent to Theorem 1 
is that the convolution algebra 8” (distributions of compact support) 
is equal to the ideal generated in &’ by the two elements d,Y and d,Y, 
whenever E/P is not a Liouville number. 
A real number x is called a Liouville number if it can be rapidly 
approximated by rationals in the sense that for every positive integer m 
there exist integers p and q with q > 1 such that 1 x - (p/q)/ < q-“. 
These include all rationals but no algebraic irrationals (Liouville’s 
Theorem), and are known to form a set of Lebesgue measure zero. 
An irrational number a//3 is not a Liouville number if and only if 
there exist positive constants K and & > 2 such that (7) holds for all 
nonzero k in Z. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SUBSPACES d,(9) AND A,(&") 
First note that d,(B) = d-,(B) and O,(&‘) = d-,(8’) since 
T - T-, = (-T-J - (- Te,), f or each T in b’ and 01 > 0. Con- 
sequently we may always assume that 01 is positive. Now for each 
positive real number 01 we define three linear maps of 9 into 8 as 
follows: 
(2) 
Now (T, maps B onto the space Pa of all C” periodic functions with 
period 01, for each a,g, clearly belongs to 8, and if 0 E Pa and E E 9 
with a,( = 1 (that such 5 exist, see, e.g., Ref. [5, p. 315]), then 
.$e E 9 and a,(@) = 0. Furthermore, if supp y C [a, b], then 
SUPP oiy+v c [a, +a), 
supp a& c (-co, b]. 
(3) 
Finally, for every F in g we have 
4x(%+9) = v. (4) 
That is, x = o,+p) is always a C” solution of the difference equation 
qJ=x-xm=-d ,x, for any given q in 9. 
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LEMMA 1. *EA,(~)ifandonlyif*E~aanda,gL=O. 
Proof. If # E A,(g) then clearly o,# = 0. On the other hand, if 
o,# = 0 for some 16 E .9 with supp I/I C [a, b], then aa++ = # - a,-#, 
so that (3) implies that supp a,+$ C [a, b], which means that u,+ 
belongs to 9. But then Eq. (4) shows that 4 E A,(9). This completes 
the proof of Lemma 1. 
Now 9 C &’ and we extend u, , uoi+, and u,- to 8” by means of the 
following definitions (transpose of a linear map). For all y in 9 and 
for all T in b’, we write 
(ST, F> = CT, u,v>> 
(u,+T, T> = CT, VP), 
(d”, v> = CT, ~a+?). 
Simple calculations show that these definitions actually extend the 
previous definitions given in Eqs. (2) and that we still have (2), (3), 
and (4), but with 9 E 9 replaced by T E 8’. Furthermore ua+ and Us- 
map 8’ into 9’ and uti maps &’ onto J?“,‘, the space of all periodic 
distributions T in 9’ with period 01, for clearly u,T E 8,’ and if 
S E 9,’ and e E 9 with uat = 1, then [S E &’ and u,(ES) = S. Also, 
corresponding to Lemma 1, we obtain a characterization of the linear 
subspaces A,(&‘) in b’. 
LEMMA 1’. T E A,(&‘) if and only if T E &’ and u,T = 0. 
Proof. Same proof as for Lemma 1, but with # replaced by T and ~?8 
replaced by G’. 
Actually, if # E A,(9), then x = u,+~,!I is the unique solution (in 9) 
to the difference equation x - xa = +, and similarly for T E A,(Z). 
Using Lemmas 1 and 1’ we are able to obtain a further characteriza- 
tion of the linear spaces A,(9) and A&b’). 
LEMMA 2. t,h E A,( 9) ;f and only if 1,4 E .9 and 
&k/or) = 0 for all integers k, 
where 1,6 denotes the Fourier transform of #, 
4(z) = j, G(s) exp( -2m'zs) ds, z = x + iy. 
(5) 
Proof. We compute the Fourier series of the periodic function 
(of period a) U&J (for # E g) and obtain 
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where the series on the right converges absolutely and uniformly to 
(T,$, since 4 E %” (see Ref. [5, p. 192]), so that / P$(x)[ < C,,, for 
every integer m > 0. But then applying Lemma 1 we conclude that 
# E d,(g) if and only if the Fourier series of cr,$ is identically zero, 
which is equivalent to (5). 
We will need the corresponding characterization of A,(&‘). 
LEMMA 2’. T E A,(&‘) if and only if T E 8 and 
p(k/a) = 0 for all integers k, 
where II? denotes the Fourier transform of T, 
(6) 
f’(x) E ( Tt , e-2nizt), z = x + iy. 
Proof. We compute the Fourier series of the periodic distribution 
a,T (for T E &‘) and obtain 
a,T = a-l “c, F(k/a) exp(2nikt/m), 
k=--m 
where the series on the right converges (in Y’) to u,T. This is so 
since the Fourier coefficients ck(uolT) of a,T are defined by (see Ref. [5, 
pp. 316 and 3311) 
ck(uaT) = d (a,T, &-2miktlm>, 
where e is any function in 9 satisfying a,.$ = 1. By Lemma l’, 
T E A&(&) if and only if the Fourier series of a,T is zero, which is 
equivalent to (6). This concludes our preliminary lemmas. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
According to Liouville, an irrational algebraic number cannot be 
too rapidly approximated by rationals. So given 01 and /I (which, as we 
have already remarked, may be assumed positive without loss of 
generality) such that U./B is irrational and algebraic of degree G > 2, 
there exists a positive constant K such that, for all nonzero integers K, 
1 1 - e--$nimkl8 j-1 < K 1 k It-l. (7) 
580/8/I-12 
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This inequality follows from Liouville’s Theorem (see Ref. [2, 
Theorem 191, p. 1611) by applying the inequalities 
(8) 
where /I x 11 denotes the distance from x E R to the nearest integer. 
We now define the meromorphic function (for z = x + iy) 
where JY’ means that the term corresponding to k = 0 is omitted, and 
where 
ak s (fj/k)t+l(l - e-2niak/L3-l, 
The inequality (7) implies that 
k # 0. 
Consequently, for each E > 0 and for 2: = x + iy outside all the 
disks I /3x - k 1 < flc (k = fl, f2,...) we have 
This means that the series defining h(x) in (9) converges uniformly 
outside the disks / /IX - k 1 < /3~ (k = &l, f2,...). Since E is arbi- 
trary we see that h(z) is a meromorphic function with simple poles at 
*l/B, &wL.., and analytic everywhere else. Furthermore, the 
principal part of h(z) at k/P (for k # 0) is aJ(@ - k). Since 
(1-e-2”iBZ)h as sim e zeros at the points k//3 (k EZ), the function (’ pl) 
(1 - e-zniBz) h( z is entire and has the value 2n-ial, at the point k/j3 ) 
(k # 0). If we now define 
S(z) = ze+2( 1 - ee2nisz) h(x), 
then s(z) is an entire function satisfying 
@43 = 2rrik@ (1 _ e-2siak/R) for all integers k # 0, (11) 
and we show that there exist positive constants b and C such that for 
all complex z = x + iy, 
j S(z)\ < C 1 2 le+zeblyI. (12) 
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In order to establish (12) weobservethatforly] >l,I/3x-k[ >/I, 
so that 1 h(x)1 < A//3, while along the lines x = (2q + 1)/2p (4 = 0, 
51, &2,...) we have / @z - k 1 3 i so that 1 h(x)/ < 2A. It follows 
that the entire function S(z) satisfies the inequalities 
1 S(z)1 < (2/l/73) / x /e+2e2~o~yl for IrIb 
and 
( S(x)\ < 4A ( x (e+2e2v,0~yI for x = (2q + 1)/2& q E Z. 
By means of these inequalities and the maximum modulus theorem 
applied to the rectangles centered at the points k//3 and bordered by 
the lines y = &l and x = (2q + 1)/2p (q = 0, &I, $2,...) we can 
find a positive constant C (larger than both 4A and 2/l//3) such that (12) 
is satisfied with b = 243. 
Now according to a version of the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz Theorem 
(see Ref. [I, pp. 211 and 2131) the Fourier transform is an isomorphism 
of the convolution algebra b’ onto the multiplication algebra A 
of all entire functions f(z) satisfying If( < C(1 + 1 x ])meblyl, 
where C, b, and m( > 0) may depend onf(z). Consequently (since the 
Fourier transform of d,Y is equal to (1 - e-2?ri~z)/2nzk) there exist 
distributions S and T in 8’ satisfying (1) if and only if there exist 
entire functions S and F in A% satisfying (for all complex z) 
27&z = $z)(l - e-2niaz) + p(z)( 1 - e-2niaz). (13) 
But with S(x) defined as above in (10) we see that the function 
P(z) = 257iz - S(z)(l - e-lniaz) (14) 
belongs to J&’ and so is equal to the Fourier transform of some 
distribution F in &‘. Furthermore, because of the equations (1 l), 
P(z) is zero at z = 0, & l/p, &22/p,..., and so Lemma 2’ implies that 
there exists a distribution T in b’ such that F = A,T = T - TB , or 
P(z) = p(x)(l - e--2nisz). (15) 
Eqs. (14) and (15) may be combined to give (13), which proves (1). 
Finally, if T = S in (1) we would have 
1 = Qx)[(2 - @*in2 - fy2”iBz)/2&,q] 
where p(z) is an entire function in A’. However, this last equation is 
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impossible because the left side has no zeros while the right side has 
infinitely many zeros in a strip 0 < y < y0 due to the factor 
(2 _ e--2niaz _ e-2dt3Z)/2r~z~ (16) 
For if this function had only finitely many zeros, then Hadamard’s 
refinement of the Weierstrass factorization theorem (see Ref. [3, 
p. 3321) would imply that there is a complex constant b and a poly- 
nomial p(z) such that the entire function (16) is identical to P(Z) ebz, 
which is easily seen to be impossible. Furthermore, the inequalities 
1 e-2niolz + e-2ni8z ( < e2naY + e2n6Y < 2 for y < 0, 
1 e-2siaz + e-2niBz 1 3 ( e2nny _ e2n!3Y / > 2 
for y > yo, 
show that all zeros of (16) lie in a strip 0 < y < y. (for some y,, > 0). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
If in the above proof of Theorem 1 we use Roth’s Theorem (see 
Ref. [2, p. 1761) instead of Liouville’s Theorem then we can replace 
the right side of (7) by the sharper (when & > 2) estimate K 1 K /I+<, 
where E is any small (say < 1) positive real number and where K 
depends on E (and on the irrational algebraic number a//3). Our defini- 
tion (10) then becomes 
S(x) Ez 24(1 - e-2n(@) E a,(/3.Z - Iz)-1 
k--a3 
with coefficients ak 3 (/3/K3)(1 - e-2niak/a)-1 satisfying 1 ak 1 < 
Kf13/I K 12--c, so that for some constants b and C 
The corresponding S in &’ is of finite order at most four. One might 
ask if this is the lowest order possible for S and T. By assuming that 
a/p is a quadratic irrational we may set G = 2 in equality (7) and since 
this is then the best that can be done (by Dirichlet’s Theorem) the 
necessary conditions (11) imply that 1 &K//3) 1 < (constant) 1 lz I2 is 
the best that can be obtained for S. Consequently S cannot be of 
finite order less than two. On the other hand if we define S(x) as 
(--z/4n2)(1 - e-2ni~z)3k~w (1 _ e-2~i~klB)-l(/$f _ k)-3, 
then the conditions (11) are still satisfied and we shall also have 
/ S(z)\ < C(l + / z j)2eb1YI. 
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In order to establish this inequality let q denote the integer closest 
to /3x = Re(flz) 4 2. (Th e case q = /3x can be treated similarly). 
ThenI@---~/>llj1/2if ljl>l wherej=K-q.Consequently 
But also 1 1 - e-2ni6z I”/1 /3x - q j3 < 8e6%Wi~I, which can be seen 
by estimating the left side for I py I > 1 and also for /3x = q f d, and 
by then applying the maximum modulus principle to the rectangles 
bordered by I /3y I = 1 and /IX = q f d, as d + co. Combining these 
inequalities we obtain I s(x)1 < C [ z I(1 + I z 1) t+i~l, for appropriate 
constants C and b, which shows that S is a distribution of order two. 
Then, corresponding to this 3, there exists an entire function T (as in 
the proof of Theorem 1 or defined directly by Eq. (13) because the 
conditions (11) are satisfied) which satisfies Eq. (13). But Eq. (13) 
itself (along with the inequality just established for 3) implies that 
1 p(x)/ is bounded above by the estimate 
297 / z I + 2C I z 1 (1 + / z I) e(b+2na)lyl 
on the lines x = (2q + 1)/2/3, q ~2, while (1 - e-2nB) 1 rf(x)] has the 
same upper bound whenever [ Im z / > 1. Applying the maximum 
modulus principle (just as in the proof of Theorem 1) we conclude that 
I f@)l < B I z I (1 + 12 I) @‘v’ f or appropriate constants B and c. 
Consequently T is also a distribution of order two. 
It is known (e.g., see Ref. [5]) that the Fourier transform of the 
convolution algebra 9 is the multiplication algebra %” of all entire 
functionsf(z) satisfying inequalities 1 x”f(x)l < CkealrJl for all K > 0 
and for positive constants CJc and a (which depend on f ). The convolu- 
tion algebra 9 is an ideal in the convolution algebra 8’ (and 9 is an 
ideal in J&‘) and Theorem 1 means that if a//3 is not a Liouville number, 
then b’ * d,Y + b’ t d,Y = b’ and 
as well as similar equations for 9, 9, 9, 9’, b, and 9’. 
Finally it should be pointed out that formula (1) does not actually 
depend on a/p being algebraic but rather only on the inequality (7), 
which is known to hold for almost all transcendental real numbers as 
well, namely for all non-Liouville numbers. Conversely, if a/p is a 
Liouville number, then 13 yields a contradiction for x = k/p, since 
then 1 1 - e-fJnikal@ I < k-” for infinitely many k. 
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4. TRANSLATION-INVARIANT LINEAR FORMS 
Given (positive) real numbers 01 and /I such that a//3 is irrational 
and algebraic we choose distributions S and T in 6” so that equation 
(1) holds. We then use this equation to prove the nonexistence of 
discontinuous translation-invariant linear forms. 
THEOREM 2. There is no discontinuous translation-invariant linear 
form on any of the six spaces 9, Y, b, 9’, Y’, or &‘. That is, ifL: E -+ C 
denotes a (not necessarily continuous) translation-invariant linear form 
on any one of these six spaces, then L can be characterized as follows: 
(i) On 9 or on 9, L(q) = c JR v(t) dt for some constant c; 
(ii) On &‘, L(U) = (U, c> for some constant c; 
(iii) On each of the spaces 9’, Y’ and &, L = 0. 
Proof. Convolution by a distribution of compact support maps 
each of the spaces 9, Y, &, 9’, ,40’, and b’ into itself. Consequently 
formula (1) of Theorem 1 allows us to write 
U’ = Ll,(S * U) + A,(T * U), (17) 
where U, U’, S * U, and T * U all belong to the same space E (where 
E denotes any one of the six spaces mentioned above). If a(E) denotes 
the subspace of E consisting of all first derivatives of members of E, 
then a(B) and a(9) are the null spaces (in 9 and 9, respectively) of 
the linear map g, -+ JR y(t) dt (on 9 and on 9, respectively). Similarly, 
a(&‘) is the null space in b’ of the linear map U + (U, 1). Also, 
d(LB’) = 9, a(Y’) = Y’, and a(G) = Q. Now Eq. (17) shows that 
a(E) is contained in the null space JV of L. Since, in every case, a(E) 
is either a maximal subspace of E or is identical to E, we have 
JV = a(E) or J1’ = E, which proves the theorem. 
5. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE SPACES d,(9) 
We collect some properties of the spaces d,(9) into the following 
Theorem. In particular it will follow that F’ = d,u + d,v cannot 
hold for rational or certain transcendental values of a/p. 
THEOREM 3. Let 01 and /3 denote positive real numbers and let A, 
denote the subspace A.(9) = (9’ - y, : 91 E 9}. 
(i) If a//3 is irrational, then A, + A, = a(9). 
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(ii) 4 f7 4 Z (0). 
(iii) A= is a closed linear subspace of 9. 
(iv) A, + a(Q). 
(v) If a//3 = p/q (rational), then A, + A, = A,,, . 
(vi) If 0, + 4 = 4f or some r E R, then E/P is rational. 
(vii) There exists a transcendental real number r such that 
4 + 4 # qq. 
Proof of(i). K ronecker’s Theorem (Ref. [2, p. 3731) allows us to 
choose integers nk and m, (for k = 1,2, 3,...) so that conk + prnk # 0 
and lim,,, (anlc + pm,) = 0. Then the sequence of difference 
quotients hil[y(t) - p)(t - hk)], with h, = ank + ,8m, , converges 
in 9 to the derivative y’(t). This can be seen from the fact that for 
all 1 h j < 1, supp(q - qh) C [a - 1, b + l] if supp y C [a, b], and 
for all integers m > 0, 
11 h-l(q@n’ - qp)) - p+l) Ilm < /j cp+2) Ijm j h 1, 
by two applications of the mean value theorem. But these difference 
quotients belong to A, + A, since we can write 
b(t) - dt - &Jl = b(t + mkP - mkB) - dt - m&I 
+ [dt - mk8 - dt - nka” - mkp>l 
where the first term on the right belongs to A, and the second term on 
the right belongs to A, because of the identity 
m-1 
#(t) - #(t - mr) = C [#(t - kr) - z&t - kr - r)] 
k=O 
and the fact that each A, is a linear space. 
Proof of (ii). F or every v in g, A, n A, contains the function 
(p’ - ?d - (9’ - ds = b - f&3> - (9 - %)u 3 
which is distinct from zero if y + 0. 
Proof of (iii). F or each real t the mapping L, : 9 + C defined by 
L,(T) = (wP)(t> is a continuous linear form on 9 and so its null space 
Nt is a closed vector subspace (in fact a hyperplane) of 9. It follows 
from Lemma 1 that A,(Q) = fiteR JV~ , and it follows from this that 
A,(B) is closed. 
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Proof ‘of (iv). If d,(9) = -a(9), then for every v’ in a(9) we would 
have cp’ = $ - & for some # in 9. Taking Fourier transforms we 
obtain 
27&4(z) = $(,x)(1 - e--%Ti~z), 
where 4 and 4 belong to 3 = 9. However, the right side of this 
equation has zeros at all the points z = 0, &l/01, &2/a,..., while the 
left side need have no real zeros (other than z = 0) since there exist 
functions q(z) in B which have no real zeros. For example, define 
$(z) = g(z - i) where 
g(z) = (sin mx)/fi [l - (,~/2”)~]. (18) 
Since all the zeros of g(z) are of the form x = integer k for k # 2i 
we see that $(z) = g(z - i) h as no real zeros at all. A calculation 
shows that g E 8, and since 3 is closed under translations it follows 
that r$ E 3. 
Proof of (v). We suppose ai/3 = p/q, where p and q are relatively 
prime integers. Then 
9-l 
and similarly g, - vs ELI,,, = A,!, , so that A, + A, C A,,, . If 
pr+qs= l,thenolr+ps=ol/psothat 
YJ - %d2, = bra - h&31 + [F - %I. 
Thus also A,,, C A, + A, . 
Proof of (vi). Suppose A, + A, = A, and a//3 is irrational. 
Choose y in 9 such that + has no real zeros. For example, choose 
g(z) = g(z - i) where g(z) is given by Eq. (18) above. Then there 
must be # in .9 such that A,p, + A,# = A,# or 
+(2)(2 - e- 2niaz _ e-2nim) = &)(l _ e-2nirz)* 
But since a//3 is irrational and e(x) has no real zeros, the only real 
zero of the left side is at z = 0, while the right side has zeros at all 
the points x = &l/r, &22/r,... . 
Proof of. (vii). Choose a real number 7 such that the inequality 
( 1 _ e-2nikT 1 < e-2k2 is satisfied for infinitely many integers k. 
Such numbers T obviously exist since this inequality merely means 
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that 7 can be approximated by rationals at a certain given rate. This 
can easily be done by choosing T with rapidly increasing partial 
denominators in its continued fraction. However, by Liouville’s 
Theorem on the rate of approximation of algebraic numbers, such 
a real number T is necessarily transcendental. Next choose g(z) = 
g(x - 24 where g(a) is any function in Z7 with all its zeros real. (For 
example, we can again take g(z) as defined by Eq. (18).) Then all 
zeros of g(z) are on the line y = 2 (and $ E 9’). It follows from the 
theorem on the minimum modulus (see Ref. [3, p. 336, Theorem 
10.16]), that 1 @(x)1 > e-“’ f or all sufficiently large real x (since g(z) 
is of order < 1). Now suppose that y’ belongs to A, + A,. Then 
there must exist two functions $r and I,& in 9’ such that 
27riagx) = $,(z)(l - e--2ni*) + t&)(1 - f?--l+y. 
For x equal to (real) integers K we have 
2&k+(k) = &(k)( 1 - cznikT). 
However, since I+& is bounded on the real line (say by K) we now 
obtain for infinitely many K 
2~ I k 1 ck2 < 2rr / k 1 / g(k)1 < K / 1 - e--2Rik7 I < Ke-2k2, 
which is a contradiction. Thus, for the chosen v, q’ .$ A, + A,. 
This completes the proof of all parts of Theorem 3. 
Since there certainly exist real numbers r such that r/7 is irrational 
and algebraic, where T is the transcendental number of Theorem 3(vii), 
it follows that d,(9), f or such Y, is not contained in d,(Q) + d,(9). 
For, as we have seen before, Theorem 1 implies that d,(9) + d,(B) = 
a(9) while d,(B) + AT(~) # a(9). It also follows from Theorem 
3(vii) that Eq. (1) cannot hold if 01 = T and j3 = 1. Furthermore, 
(iv) and (v) of Theorem 3 combine to show that Eq. (1) cannot hold 
if a/p is rational. Finally we remark that, by (i), (iii), and (vii) of 
Theorem 3, d,(9) and AT(g) are examples of closed linear subspaces 
in 9 whose (vector) sum is not closed. Results analogous to those of 
Theorem 3 can also be established for 9’ and &‘. 
6. GENERALIZATIONS TO R” AND Tn 
Infinitely differentiable functions on the circle group T1 can be 
thought of as C” periodic functions on the line. Let Pa denote the 
vector space of all C” functions on R each of period 01, and suppose 
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that L : 9’, -+ C is a translation-invariant form on PU . Then 3 = 
L o u, is a translation-invariant linear form on 53 and consequently 
(by Theorem 2) 
3~) = UVP) = c . j, v(t) dt 
for some constant c and for all q~ in 9. Now, as noted before, each 
element 0 of 8, can be expressed as 
@?I = 45 . a 
where 8 E 9 and a,& = 1, and so 
L(e) = L(ua@) = c . j t(t) e(t) dt 
R 
= c ,r I, jy“ 5(t) e(t) dt 
= c ,Em j; ((s + Ku) e(s) ds = c j-m e(s) ds. 
0 
Thus there is no discontinuous translation-invariant linear form on 
pm * 
The n-dimensional case for n 3 2 follows from the one-dimensional 
case by means of the tensor product. For example, if IJI(S, t) E 9(R2), 
then 
&p(s, tyas = u(s, t) - u(s - a, t) + v(s, t) - v(s - p, t), (19) 
where 
and 
u(s, t) = 9J(s, t) * (S, 0 St> 
and where (by Theorem 1) 
6,’ = A,S, + A,T, on R1 (20) 
with S, and T, in ga’(R1). F or if we form the tensor product of both 
sides of (20) with 6, we obtain 
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from which we obtain (19) by convolving both sides with ~(s, t). 
Since the null space of v + JRn y(t) dt on g(R”) is given by 
cc;=4 +I$ : #l >-**, $, E LV} it follows from (19) that there is no dis- 
continuous translation-invariant linear form on B(R”). The cases 
g’(R”), Y(R”), yc@“), and their duals can be treated similarly. In 
order to see that the null space of the integration functional on 
g(R”) is {& a&i : #i E g(R”)} one can choose n - 1 functions 
bi E g(R”-j), 1 < j < n - 1, satisfying JRn-j bj(s) ds = 1 and set 
b,(t) = I, and then define #pi ,..., $, E B(R”) as follows: 
j-l _ Al a,$,(tl ,..., tj-1 ' sj '*'*' srJ1 dsj ..' dsn . 
If each b,(t) = 0 for 1 t j > a (1 < j < n - l), y(t) = 0 for 1 t j 3 a, 
and JRn p)(t) dt = 0, then it can be shown that each qbj(t) = 0 for 
ItI >a,1 <j<n. 
Finally, if S and T in formula (1) are both distributions of finite 
order two (see the remarks after the proof of Theorem I), then it 
follows from the structure theorem for distributions of finite order that 
T = v. + vl’ + ~2” , 
where p. , pl , p2 , v. , v1 , and v2 are Radon measures on R. Con- 
sequently if v : R -+ C is a continuous function with at least two 
continuous derivatives, then u = v * S and v = y * T are both 
continuous and formula (1) yields v’ = (U - u,) + (v - ~0~). 
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